1. Replace the top and bottom drawer.

2. Cut out and tighten hardware flat washer and washer城堡 with 5/16-18x3/4" screws.

3. Stand the mobile cabinet upright.

4. Caster plates must be on the same end.

5. Nuts and bolts, both square and hex, attach the caster plate and the cabinet. Insert the caster plate and the cabinet into the holes of the caster plates on the cabinet. Insert the front and back as shown, with (2) casters channels for each cabinet lifing channel. Lay cabinets on back and attach.

6. Nut, and tighten hardware flat washer and washer城堡 with 5/16-18x3/4" screws. Together thru (2) top and (2) bottom holes, with (2) casters plates.

7. Attach (2) rigid casters to the cabinet.

8. Remove the top and bottom drawers of both cabinet units.